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Compatibility

The Oilfield Glossary app requires an internet connection, such as GPRS, EDGE, 3G, or Wi-Fi, and works best on 3G or Wi-Fi networks.

The app is compatible with iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad devices with iOS3 or later installed.
Installation – Device

On your mobile device, search for Schlumberger Oilfield Glossary in the App Store.

For more help, e-mail oilfield.glossary.supportdesk@intelligentmobility.co.uk
Installation - Computer

On your PC or Mac machine, open iTunes software and search for Schlumberger Oilfield Glossary in the App Store section.

For more help, e-mail oilfield.glossary.supportdesk@intelligentmobility.co.uk
The Oilfield Glossary app as it appears on iPhone devices

App Icon

SLB Glossary
When the Oilfield Glossary app is opened for the first time, the screen will display a simple welcome message.

On subsequent uses, the app opens at the position where it was closed.

“Home” and “Back” buttons return to the Main Page.
Main Page

- User interface optimized for search
- Ability to browse terms
- User-created bookmark list
- Contact Us
- About the Oilfield Glossary
Browse All Terms

If the search field is left blank, the full glossary, containing more than 4,600 terms, is displayed.
Search

Search text entered with standard Apple keyboard

User friendly automatic-wildcard and text formatting

- well = any term with ‘well’ in term name.
- well* = any term beginning with ‘well…’
- *well = any term ending in ‘…well.’
- Blank spaces removed automatically.
- Not case sensitive.
Search Results

- Search results are presented in a list.
- Lists can be filtered by discipline and image.
Definitions

- All glossary terms contain term name, word type, discipline, and definition.

- Definitions may also contain links (blue underline) in the description and associated terms.

- Some definitions may also have one or more images.

- The “Add Bookmark” button stores terms in the bookmarks list on the main page.
Images

- Open images by pressing on a Thumbnail image on the Definition Page.
- Navigate images using standard Apple controls.

Pinch to zoom

Double tap to zoom

Drag to pan
Bookmarks

Added bookmarks are saved in a list that is accessed from the Main Page.
Contact Us

- Send an e-mail to Schlumberger service representative
- Technical support desk
- Leave feedback using “Rate This App.”
Discuss the Oilfield Glossary or any other Schlumberger service.

Receive technical help using the Oilfield Glossary iPhone app.
Rate This App

Automatically opens App Store at “Write a Review” for the Schlumberger Oilfield Glossary
Summary of what the Schlumberger Oilfield Glossary service provides
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